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ABSTRACT
The modeling and simulation (M&S) landscape for systems engineers is complex. This complexity is due
to a variety of factors including the diversity of system components over a range of domains which are
modeled at multiple scales using varied modeling formalisms. There is a need to chain system models
developed using varying formalisms, resolutions or scales. An ideal Multiformalism, Multiresolution,
Multiscale Modeling (M4) environment would provide a singular (or small set of) modeling formalisms
from which to derive representations (models) across formalism, resolution and scale. This paper
describes a research activity to translate Systems Modeling Language (SysML) models to the Joint
Communications Simulation System (JCSS). A deliverable from this activity will aid the Department of
Defense (DoD) in the design and analysis of the Joint Information Environment (JIE).
1

INTRODUCTION

The modeling and simulation (M&S) landscape for systems engineers is complex. This complexity is due
to a variety of factors, including the diversity of system components, in particular the presence of
hardware, software, and cognitive elements. This implies the use of models for a range of domains, some
of which can be highly domain-specific (e.g., in software, hydraulics, wireless networking). In addition,
modeling solutions must support Systems Engineering (SE) analyses at multiple scales. Currently,
separate models are expressed in different modeling formalisms, scales, and tools with proprietary model
representation formats; separate models for system components that represent different domains (e.g.,
software, wireless networking) are not interconnected and the analysis is not holistic over the models’
scales and domains. As model content is communicated from one modeler using one formalism to another
modeler using another formalism, interrelationship information may get lost or misrepresented. There is a
need to “chain” system models developed using varying formalisms, resolutions or scales. An ideal
Multiformalism, Multiresolution, Multiscale Modeling (M4) environment would provide a singular (or
small set of) modeling formalisms from which to derive representations (models) across formalism,
resolution and scale.
This paper provides an interim report on a MITRE internal research activity where a Joint
Communications Simulation System (JCSS) profile was developed to model network devices and other
network-related modeling elements and relationships, customized for the Department of Defense (DoD)
domain. A profile in this context is a tailoring of the Object Management Group (OMG)’s Systems
Modeling Language (SysML) to the specific domain of network modeling. Several profiles are published
as specifications by OMG (OMG 2015), for example the profile for Software Radio Components (SDRP,
2007). Applying the JCSS profile, a SysML model is exported as an Extensible Markup Language (XML)
Metadata Interchange (XMI) (XMI 2015) file into a JCSS-formatted XML file that can be directly
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imported into JCSS. The idea is to enable the import of a SysML model to JCSS in order to quickly
populate a JCSS model with operational facilities, network devices, links and other data, for further
analysis. The deliverable from this research activity will aid DoD in the design and analysis of the Joint
Information Environment (JIE). The ability to import and export model information from one formalism
(SysML) to another (JCSS) and vice versa supports two Defense Information Systems Agency (DISA)
needs:
1. An ability to reverse engineer an existing JCSS model to generate an equivalent SysML for the
purpose of producing documentation/ or communication across a diverse group of stakeholders.
2. An ability to generate network models (in JCSS) from SysML models for the purpose of
conducting further network performance analysis and simulation.
The long term goal of this MITRE research is to produce a modeling environment that supports the
broadest range of Systems Engineering technical processes such as requirements analysis, design,
implementation, and testing. Part of this goal is to have discrete event simulation tools import and export
model representations using an industry standard (to be developed), similar to the manner that SysML
tool vendors have adopted the SysML XMI specification as the de facto standard for the exchange of
SysML models. With such a standard in place, development of a general purpose algorithm to import a
SysML model using the semiformal SysML machine readable specification (SysML 2014), and export
that model into discrete event simulation formalism/standard would be straightforward.
1.1

Related Work

A number of publications exist in the literature that describe research, methods and techniques to
transform a SysML model to another formalism for conducting further M&S activities (see Kapos et al
2014b, Batarseh and McGinnis 2012, McGinnis and Ustun 2009). The research is needed due to the use
of SysML as an SE modeling language (see briefings at various Model-Based SE workshops (MBSE
Wiki 2015), combined with the need to construct and run simulations on various aspects of the SysML
model that the SysML language does not support. Several reasons for this exist, the first being that
SysML was designed to be a general purpose SE modeling language to document and analyze existing
and proposed systems. Consequently, SysML was not based on an M&S formalism such as Discrete
Event System Specification (DEVS) (Zeigler et al 2000) and was not intended to replace M&S modeling
formalisms. SysML does not support time-flow mechanisms, random number generation, statistics
collection, or verification and validation beyond modeling time aspects using sequence diagrams for
example, static modeling of state machines, and including verification relationships that tie use cases to
the relevant requirements statements. To simulate, another formalism and other tools are needed.
Published research explores relating SysML to the Foundational subset for executable UML (fUML)
language (fUML 2013), Colored Petri Nets (Wang and Dagli 2008), or DEVS (Kapos et al 2014a, Wang
and Zhao 2012, Wang et al 2014). Related research in multi-paradigm modeling is discussed in
(Mosterman and Vangheluwe 2004).
1.2

Joint Communications Simulation System (JCSS)

JCSS (JCSS 2015) is a modeling and simulation desktop application for the DoD. The latest release of
JCSS is version 14.0 and is based on OPNET Modeler 17.5 PL6 (Riverbed 2015). JCSS v14.0 provides
an integrated ability to analyze communication networks and a simulation capability with databases and
underlying models so that studies can be consistent throughout the Unified Combatant Commands,
Services, and others within the Command, Control, Communications, and Computer Systems (C4)
community. By simulating communications effects of existing or planned networks that support
warfighter operations, JCSS helps to quantify risks and identify C4 deficiencies prior to execution or
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change implementation. Results from JCSS simulations and analyses also provide support for prudent
acquisition decisions.
1.3

Systems Modeling Language (SysML)

The SysML modeling language is used to document and analyze existing and proposed systems by an
increasingly large number of systems engineers supporting DoD. SysML is a general-purpose graphical
modeling language for specifying, analyzing, designing, and verifying complex systems that may include
hardware, software, information, personnel, procedures, and facilities. In particular, the language provides
graphical representations with a semantic foundation for modeling system requirements, behavior,
structure, and parametrics, which is used to integrate with other engineering analysis models. SysML
represents a subset of the Unified Modeling Language (UML) with extensions needed to satisfy the
requirements of the UML for Systems Engineering call for proposals. SysML leverages XMI to exchange
modeling data between tools, and is also intended to be compatible with the evolving ISO 10303-233
(ISO 10303-233:2012) systems engineering data interchange standard. SysML v1.0 was adopted by the
OMG as a standard in July 2006. The current release is SysML v1.4 which was adopted by OMG March
2014 (SysML 2014).
2

RESEARCH PROCESS

This research activity started by developing a simple network communications model using JCSS;
generating an XML file from that model, and using the XML file to reverse engineer an equivalent
SysML model. This step was part of the learning process for team members who were unfamiliar with
JCSS in order to learn about the elements and relationships defined in JCSS (i.e., discover the underlying
metamodel).
Using Python script (Python 2015), a translator was developed to parse the XMI file and generate an
XML file that can be directly imported into JCSS. The translator identifies instances of stereotyped JCSS
profile elements present in the XMI and builds corresponding XML elements suitable for import into
JCSS. Figure 1 identifies the major steps in this process. A system designer builds a representation of the
desired network using SysML and the JCSS profile, shown at the bottom left. After the design is
complete, the SysML model is exported to an XMI format. The JCSS XML translation of the system
design is imported into the JCSS tool.

Figure 1: Model formalism transformation process.
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3

DETAILED APPROACH

Our approach was to create a simple model in JCSS as a starting point (see Figure 2). The model
consisted of two operational facilities: a Managed_DataCenter and RemoteSite, communicating over an
IP-cloud infrastructure.

Figure 2: JCSS model.
By generating the corresponding XML from this model (see Figure 3), we identified the hierarchy for
elements that are defined and stored in a JCSS model.

Figure 3: XML file generated from JCSS model.
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The top level element that owns the rest of the model elements is called Scenario. Other elements of note
are Organization with requisite attributes for longitude, latitude, etc. Wired links are defined to represent
connectivity between organizations and through the network infrastructure, while an Information
Exchange Requirement (IER) represents the logical interface for which information and data is specified
in the model.
3.1

SysML Profile

As a first profiling step, a subset of the JCSS elements defined in the JCSS XML Schema Definitions
(XSD) were chosen: Scenario, Organization, OpFac, Device, unitLocation, Location, Flow and
WiredLink. JCSS defined elements have a predefined set of attributes (e.g., classification level associated
with wiredLink). Subsequently, a profile for a simplified JCSS metamodel, containing this set of elements
and a subset of their attributes was developed using No Magic’s MagicDraw (No Magic 2015) (see Figure
4).
In addition, some enumerated data types for classification levels, models of routers, servers and
workstations were included in the JCSS profile. These elements and data types do not represent the
complete list of JCSS defined elements nor do the enumerated types include a complete listing of values
that are predefined in the JCSS tool, but this small number of elements is a sufficient representative set
for the purposes of the first step.

Figure 4: JCSS profiled elements.
3.2

JCSS Profile Application

Next we applied the profile to create a network model using SysML. A Block Definition Diagram (BDD)
was developed in SysML, using the profiled elements for scenario, OpFac, etc. (see Figure 5). A SysML
BDD is the declarative part of a model and represents the bill of materials, that is, all system components
needed to model a system and their composition (decomposition) relationships.
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Figure 5: BDD for the network model.
Figure 6 is the corresponding Internal Block diagram (IBD). It shows how the system parts connect
to each other and how they might pass data and other types of flows among them. This ibd was also
constructed through an application of the JCSS profile, using the stereotype wiredLink. Following the
development of this model, the SysML model information was exported as an XMI file.

Figure 6: IBD for the network model.
The hierarchical, geographical, network connectivity, and information flow relationships between the
system objects can be visualized in the JCSS GUI. Some iterations over the JCSS model may be needed
to revise the design and correct any problems that may become apparent in these relationships. The design
iterations should result in a functional network instance whose performance can be evaluated using
techniques provided by the JCSS software. The performance evaluations could suggest the need for
additional revisions to the design to achieve a desired system performance.
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3.3

XMI to JCSS XML Translator

As described in Section 1, this research activity to enable evaluation of network performance of SysML
models started by building a simple test harness network in JCSS, and generating an XML that JCSS is
able to import. This XML sample was reverse engineered to build a SysML representation of the test
harness network. Also resulting from the reverse engineering activity was an understanding of the JCSS
XML structure, including the location of XML tags, necessary attributes, and their child tags. This
knowledge was encoded into a text file and is used by the translation script. We anticipate that in the
future, XSD files provided with the JCSS software can be used for this purpose. The text file
representation of the JCSS XML structure is described in the following paragraphs.
We developed a table to describe the structure of a JCSS XML file. Each record in the table has 6
fields, as shown in Table 1. Each record in the table describes one XML tag required in the JCSS XML.
The tag name is identified in the ChildTag field. The ParentTag field specifies the name of the parent
XML tag that includes the ChildTag. The remaining fields specify additional properties of the ChildTag,
including the name of a Python method to compute a value if needed.
Table 1: Text fields describing JCSS XML structure.
Field Name
ParentTag
ChildTag
ChildTagType

ChildTagValueSource
ChildTagValueDefault

ChildTagPosition

Description
Name of an XML tag in the
JCSS XML schema
Name of an XML sub-tag
required for the ParentTag
Type of this sub-tag, either
“Node” or “Leaf.” “Node” tags
MUST have associated
TagName records
Method to determine value of
this child tag or default
Default value of this child tag,
or name of a Python
method/recipe that can compute
the value
Position of this child tag
relative to its siblings

Example
scenarioProperties
name
Leaf

Default
NIPA

10

An example is highlighted in two (2) boxes in Figure 7. The record identified in the first box
describes the “unitLocation” tag, as indicated in the ChildTag field. The ChildTagType is “Node”,
indicating that this tag is a node in the XML tag tree that has its own child tags. The second box identifies
children of the “unitLocation” tag, i.e., those records that have a ParentTag field value of “unitLocation.”
These records all have a ChildTagType value of “Leaf”, indicating that these tags have no additional
children in the XML tag tree. “Leaf” tags either have a “Default” value, such as “0,” or a “Compute”
value, which refers to a Python method to be called within the Python script file.
Two Python scripts were built to perform the translation of SysML XMI to JCSS XML:
-

jcss_xml_build.py
jxml_callbacks.py
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Figure 7: Description of some example JCSS XML tags.
The main Python script, jcss_xml_build.py, reads and parses the XMI export from SysML and
generates a JCSS XML file describing the organizations, OpFacs, devices, wired links, and IERs. The
Python script builds the JCSS elements based on the stereotype instances found in the XMI and maps
them to the appropriate JCSS XML tags. The second python script, jxml_callbacks.py, contains the
library of routines developed to compute values for JCSS XML tags. Figure 8 shows the steps required to
build the JCSS XML after an XMI stereotype instance is mapped to its corresponding JCSS
representation.

Figure 8: Parsing and transformation algorithm.
4
4.1

SUMMARY AND FUTURE WORK
Summary

There is a need to chain system models developed using varying formalisms, resolutions or scales. An
ideal M4 environment would provide a singular (or small set of) modeling formalisms from which to
derive representations (models) across formalism, resolution and scale. To support such an environment,
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we examined the application of a generic Systems Engineering (SE) modeling language’s formalism as a
common specification for discrete event simulations of networks. In this paper, we described an approach
to enable the import of a SysML model to JCSS in order to quickly populate a JCSS model with OpFacs,
network devices, links and other data. To complete this work, we plan to add more elements to the profile
and test the translator and process with large realistic SysML models provided by DISA.
4.2

Future Work

While the JCSS profile developed in MagicDraw may be reusable in any SysML modeling tool, we
recently learned that due to changing DoD modeling needs, the JCSS schema may be changing soon. In
principle, the return on investment in devising unique tool solutions is low. In the short term, we may
continue to develop this SysML to JCSS transformation profile and algorithm. The goal is to support
DISA in the design and analysis of the Joint Information Environment (JIE 2015). The ability to import
and export model information from one formalism (SysML) to another (JCSS) and vice versa supports
two DISA needs:
1. An ability to reverse engineer an existing JCSS model to generate an equivalent SysML for the
purposes of producing documentation/ or communication across a diverse group of stakeholders.
3. An ability to generate network models (in JCSS) from SysML models for the purpose of
conducting further performance analysis and simulation.
The long term goal of this MITRE research is to produce a modeling environment that supports the
broadest range of Model-based Systems Engineering activities.
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